THE SCUSA DEMOCRACY GAP

Steve Gottlieb
THE FOUNDING GENERATION'S WORKING ASSUMPTIONS
The Founders gave a great deal of thought to the survival of their governmental child, though time and distance have gradually separated us from our Founders' understanding of their creation. Many people now share the belief that America will always be a democracy and that it is immune to the threats that have destroyed democracy in Europe and elsewhere. That belief is known as "American exceptionalism." The Founders did not share it. They worried about the future of self-government, which they called "republican" government. [On the possibility that loss of self-government could happen here, see American Exceptionalism, or Can it Happen Here, attached.]
The Founders did not strive for license for all to do as they pleased. Instead they strove for the general welfare and made the welfare of the society paramount. National welfare consisted of the welfare of the people in it, not of conquest or imperial possession.
To secure those blessings, they strove for self-government as the very essence of liberty. They constructed self-government at the national level, and they promised and insisted in Article IV of the Constitution that each state would have a republican government. Americans, since the Jacksonian era, have substituted the term "democracy" for the earlier "republican" (the Republican Party came much later) though the meanings are not identical.
So that republican government would survive, the founding generation knew their republic needed much more than a constitution to survive. The Constitution needed to be supplemented by a set of working assumptions about what would keep republican government alive:  The new nation needed unity-they had to forge one nation out of its many parts-e pluribus unum as our national motto puts it. Although the expression "melting pot" would come over a century later, they boasted about how people became Americans and understood from the start the need to integrate the various peoples that made up the new country to create the republican society that could manage a democratic system.  Education would be necessary to inculcate republican principles for the success of popular government. It would be designed equitably, mixing everyone in town together.  Their Constitution would disperse power to help prevent abuse by the president, the Congress, the courts, and the military.  Dispersion of wealth was equally crucial to sustain the republic. Too great a concentration would threaten democracy.  Federalism would distribute power and provide the national and state governments each doing tasks more appropriate to their larger or smaller jurisdiction.  And a bill of rights would enable the courts to help protect freedom and democracy.
In essence, for the security of their new democracy, the country turned to community, equality, republican character and the dispersion of power.
These principles have been reaffirmed by the experience of other democratic countries and by the evidence of political science.
Science
 Legal traditions  Education  Capitalism  E pluribus unum  Guns
But not by the Roberts Court MAIN POINT -The Court has lost its democratic compass. There is a huge discrepancy between the democracy of its claims and the reality of its behavior.
THE DEMOCRACY GAP -Claim to base decisions on democratic principles but recognize NO democratic rights, and that failure has serious repercussions.  The Founders o inclusive  created an elected government, guaranteed a republican government, which meant an elected one, and the nation later ratified a Fourteenth Amendment that imposed penalties if any male citizen was denied the right to vote except after conviction or participation in rebellion, and a Nineteenth Amendment that finally honored the right of women to vote, among many others extending the vote and making the government more democratic. 
THE INTERPRETATION GAP
 Every theory for interpreting the American Constitution is itself based on claims about democracy, self-government, and popular sovereignty.  It is logical inconsistent and incoherent for a theory of interpretation that is based on democracy to exclude from consideration the survival of democracy  Therefore the Court should revise its treatment of the electoral system, economy, bill of rights, education, weapons, and national unity
A Postscript on Carolene Products and American tradition
At a national meeting I asked Justice Breyer why he had not mentioned Carolene Products in a book about democratic interpretation. Obviously understanding the significance of the omitted case, Breyer responded at length that he had forgotten. I guessed that the decision was omitted because it is not popular with his colleagues and he wanted to stay clear of it, but preferred to say he forgot.
Carolene Products had defined a generation on the Court, from the Hughes Court in 1938 through the Warren Court in 1969 and the thinking behind the decision still had influence on the Burger Court which ended in 1986, nearly five decades later.
It also reflected powerful American traditions.
 Paragraph one of the Carolene Products footnote reaffirmed the importance of the Bill of Rights in the shadow of totalitarianism in Europe. A Bill of Rights was demanded in the ratification process, proposed in the First Congress, promptly ratified, and then extended as the sine qua non for all governments in the United States by the privileges and immunities clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, although the Court was the last to get the word.  paragraph two of the Carolene Products footnote reaffirmed the importance of democracy, protecting and sharing it. The Founders created an elected government, guaranteed a republican government, which meant an elected one, and the nation later ratified a Fourteenth Amendment that imposed penalties if any male citizen was denied the right to vote except after conviction or participation in rebellion, and a Nineteenth Amendment that finally honored the right of women to vote, among many others extending the vote and making the government more democratic.  paragraph three of the Carolene Products footnote reaffirmed the importance of assimilating all Americans into the mainstream with all the advantages and burdens of citizenship, treating polarization and insularity as problems, not solutions; hostility to institutions and practices that would clog the process of political change. Americans had been boasting about assimilating diverse peoples since the eighteenth century. And the public school movement made that a method and purpose of education in the early nineteenth century. It incorporated class, gender, language, and religious groups within the same schoolhouse, and the Army, struggling with assimilation, eventually followed suit for the World War I Army before racial integration was brought back in World War II and after. Democracies fail when the disparities of wealth and power become too great. They fail when due process protections are lost. They fail when paramilitary organizations proliferate. They fail when the structures that hold the people together weaken. Examples of those issues that affect the survival of self-government can be found in decisions of the Roberts Court.
The founders of this country were students of the science of politics; they were in fact scientists advancing the science of politics and self-government. There is a lengthy history of study of why democracies fail. And it took off in the twentieth century because before that, there weren't many. The totalitarian regimes of Hitler and Stalin unleashed a reign of terror in the twentieth century and we watched, in horror, as democracies failed. Then with decolonization, we watched new countries try to establish democratic government, and many of them failed. We know a great deal more now because there are so many more examples of democracies coming together, and of democracies failing, both in Europe and other parts of the globe.
We in this country have grown up thinking that democracy is simply a fact of our political life, part of being American, and not something vulnerable to collapse or takeover like so many countries of this world. That's an aspect of what is called American exceptionalism; the belief that it can't happen here.
American Exceptionalism, 1/21/2016, p. 2
It is important to stand back and look at Germany because it shouldn't have happened there. By many of the standards political scientists had developed, Germany shouldn't have had a problem. i They were a wealthy country, one of the leading countries of the world. They were going through hard times but no worse than here. They were civilized, one of the leading nations in every aspect of culture -philosophy, music, literature. And most shocking to theologians, they were thoroughly Christian. ii And yet they succumbed to Hitler and behaved like barbarians.
For political scientists, the German experience was one of the two examples that needed to be explained. The other was India, for the opposite reasons -India was poor, largely uneducated, and not Christian. But when the first studies of why some countries were and others were not democratic, came out, India should not have been a democracy. iii I don't know whether it will continue to be but Indian democracy has lasted nearly seven decades.
The political science since those early studies has focused on internal financial disparities.
Disparities in Germany were enormous. And they fueled a battle between the left and the right that led to the gridlock now familiar to Americans. Left and right lost confidence they could live with each other. Paramilitaries of both sides attacked supporters of each other. Eventually German aristocrats concluded that they were more comfortable with Hitler than with democracy. iv Since World War II, political scientists have studied numerous breakdowns of democratic systems of government and they keep telling a similar story of the breakdown of democracies abandoned by their elites as the stakes of the struggle between left and right deepened. With too much to lose on one side and too little to defend on the other, systems of self-government became easy prey to takeover.
We could of course fill in many more details. But the details turn out to be related to that picture. Militaries that should have been a bulwark were eventually undermined by the struggle going on in civil society. Paramilitaries supposedly designed to defend self-government became its enemy until many chose safety over self-government. v Abuse of judicial process puts dissenters in prison where they can no longer oppose these developments. vi It imprisons whole portions of populations who are not part of the emerging power. vii And divisive rhetoric pits groups against one another, again easing the path to takeover. viii These are the stories told both by histories, statistical studies and game theoretic models of the breakdown of democracy. ix For me the coup de grace was the work of Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and the team of political scientists working with him. x Their point is the instability of political systems. Simply put there American Exceptionalism, 1/21/2016, p. 4 are vicious and virtuous circles. The more people are cut out of the group whose support is needed for control, the more the controlling group can consolidate its power behind enormous financial grabs that can be variously labeled corruption, theft and kleptocracy. In turn the beneficiaries become ever more committed to protecting their ill-gotten gains, and the leaders who reward them.
Conversely the broader and more inclusive what the Bueno de Mesquita group describe as the selectorate, the more the governing group has to take account of the people's welfare. That can be a virtuous circle.
Either way, the system is not stable. And that's the point. The huge disparities that have become so obvious in America, of income, wealth, tax breaks and corporate loopholes, are not stable. The forces arrayed to enlarge them don't moderate because corporations and their largest stakeholders take home so much more than they did in the age of Eisenhower; instead the push for more accelerates. More is at stake than fairness, no small matter to this ex-legal aid lawyer; self-government is at stake.
One can read the Reaganesque "government is the problem" xi and the legal economists' insistence that capitalism solves things better, as the intellectual veneer of the attack on democracy. They are in fact claims that democracy is not good and can't be allowed to control the corporations. xii So is breakdown impossible here? I would not want to bet on it. 
Democracy and the judicial impact on the distribution of resources
For the I-Con-S meeting at NYU, July 2, 2015
Political scientists have been telling us for years, with increasingly impressive data, that a reasonable distribution of resources is crucial for the survival of democracy. 1 The role of courts in that equation has been obscure. The discussion of the condition of the economy is driven by the executive and the legislature, no doubt because they are always up for election. Intervention of the courts in socio-economic rights is very controversial.
2 Outside of the importance of the rule of law and impartial courts, 3 it is natural to assume that legislatures, not courts, drive economic relations, particularly the share of the rewards of economic activity that different classes of people receive. I would like to challenge that for at least some countries. If that challenge is correct, then the contrast between the doctrines of state action in the U.S. 4 and the doctrine of the direct horizontal effect of the constitution 5 and the underlying terms of the constitutions themselves all become relevant.
Other departments of government do have considerable impact on distributive justice. Nevertheless, courts matter even with respect to distributive justice. 6 The legislature writes laws but in common law countries, courts decide what statutes mean and courts enforce them. That alone gives them a significant impact on the shape of the economy and distributive justice. In addition, in common law countries, courts are themselves the authors of significant chunks of economic rules. Courts are the source of tort and contract rules which are a ubiquitous part of commercial law. Over all, courts are the source of important "forms of government regulation, the judicially fashioned common law and state regulatory practices." 7 By interpreting state and federal statutes and constitutions, both state and federal courts contribute to the discussion of economic issues in their respective jurisdictions. 8 Courts forbid or discourage some activities, 9 embolden and legitimate others, 10 and define the extremes that will be allowed or encouraged.
11 Thus courts are integral to culture and politics as well as law.
Courts shape the markets in which businesses operate. Statutes define the permissible scope of cooperation by different business, but the Supreme Court has significantly broadened the scope of permissible behavior. It determined that inferences from parallel behavior are insufficient for allegations of conspiracy to set prices. 12 By requiring direct evidence of conspiracy, rather than just an inference from behavior, the Court made it much harder to identify, litigate and prove violation of the antitrust laws. In turn, that gives business more scope for cooperative behavior. Eliminating or reducing the discipline of the market by such decisions means that business can take more from its customers. Similarly, the Court reversed the rule in effect since 1911, that it was "per se" illegal for manufacturers to set minimum prices its distributors could charge. 13 That eliminated market discipline at another stage in the distribution of goods. And it gave the financial industry free reign to collaborate in initial public offerings by deciding that the securities laws supersede antitrust laws. 14 Another group of Roberts Court decisions shaped tort standards. Liability for injury Pre-emption Riegel v. Medtronic, Inc., 552 U.S. 312, 326-27 (2008) no presumption in favor of vested retiree benefits in all collective bargaining agreements -M&G Polymers USA, LLC v. Tackett, 135 S. Ct. 926, 928 (U.S. 2015) -unanimous; 4 (Ginsburg) concurred to clarify that USCA might find an obligation shorn of the presumption Appointments clause -Regarding appointments to the NLRB, the Court concluded that the recess at issue was only three days and too short to trigger the President's recessappointment power because the pro forma sessions counted as sessions, not as periods of recess. It set aside the order the the Board because of invalid appointments -NLRB v. Canning, 134 S. Ct. 2550, 2552 (U.S. 2014) Employer promise of neutrality is a bribe! -"The question in this case is whether an employer violates §302(a) by making the following promises to a union that seeks to represent its employees: (1) that the employer will remain neutral in respect to the union's efforts to organize its employees, (2) that the union will be given access (for organizing purposes) to nonpublic areas of the employer's premises, and (3) that the union will receive a list of employees' names and contact information (also for organizing purposes Another way to think about it -put yourselves in the position of counsel advising corporate clients.
 You can stack favorable terms in contracts that will protect you from any significant liability  You can game the market with other companies  You have lots of ways to avoid negotiating with unions or paying even minimum wages I wrote in Chapter 9:
Markets are defined by law. Economists tell us that the benefits of a market economy depend on true competition, protections for participants, effective remedies for breach of contracts, reasonably available information, and a floor of requirements so that the product of the market is not more damaging than beneficial to the community, third parties, and the participants. Law can turn markets into engines of theft or human happiness.
If that challenge is correct, then the contrast between the doctrines of state action in the U.S. and the doctrine of the direct horizontal effect of the constitution and the underlying terms of the constitutions themselves all become relevant.
 Does the Constitution have anything to say? o state action in the U.S. o direct horizontal effect of the constitution  What does the US Const. have to say? o All theories of interpretation depend on democracy o But the political scientists are telling us that democracy depends on a reasonable distribution of economic resources among the population o It is inconsistent to adopt a democratic theory of interpretation while insisting that the courts can otherwise act in democracy-threatening ways.
